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The ever-so-faithful stenographer of Pentagon truths, USA Today, printed numbers put forth by 
General McChrystal on Afghan civilians who perished at the hands of NATO.[1] The article 
headlined “NATO Strikes Killing More Afghan Civilians,” noted that such deaths rose from 29 
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during the first three months of 2009, to 72 during 2010. But, figures for just the first three 
weeks of 2009 under the Bush clock, reveal 63-77 Afghans killed by US/NATO forces:  
  

date time male female  children undet. village province 
Jan 2 day     1   Deh Sabz Kabul 
Jan 5 day 2 7 2   Qala-Naw Uruzgan 
Jan 5/6 night 7 1 5 6 Kaferkoh Helmand 
Jan 6/7 night   2 3 12-16 Masamut Laghman 
Jan 19 2 

A.M 
  5 4 6-16 Inzeri Kapisa 

  Totals   9 15 15 24-38     
 
Source: Afghan Victim Memorial Project data base 
 
Aside from McChrystal’s fantasy numbers which demonstrate the utter incapacity (or 
unwillingness) of the U.S and NATO militaries to compile accurate civilian casualty figures, the 
responses from the Right and Obama cultists are revealing.  
  
The following Table presents two sets of comparable data on civilians killed by US/NATO 
action in Afghanistan during the first three months of 2010. I have omitted the widely cited (by 
Obama cultists) and flawed data of the United Nations’ UNAMA which is criticized 
elsewhere.[2] 
  
Afghan Civilians Killed by US/NATO Actions, January-March  
source 2009 2010 
NATO/ISAF 29 72 
Herold 193-201, midpoint @ 197 175-196, midpoint @ 186 
   
The figures cited by McChrystal suggest a large increase (though very small absolute numbers) 
of civilians killed by NATO actions, when in fact the level of deaths has remained stable. 
Secondly, the NATO figures are gross, “fantasy” undercounts, e.g., during the first three months 
of 2010 they captured at most 39% of the actual deaths. My own data represents a minimum 
count insofar as no doubt many incidents have gone unreported, especially those carried out by 
the JSOC Special Forces which are unaccountable to anyone other than General McChrystal.[3]  
Interestingly, the NATO figures for 2010 and the UNAMA ones for the year 2009 reveal the 
same magnitude (@ 60%) of undercounting. As I wrote, 
  
In 2008, the UNAMA captured about 70% of Afghans killed by foreign forces, but in 2009 the 
figure was under 40%, justifiably earning UNAMA’s performance as being faith-based (or 
ideologically-inspired) counting.[4] 
  
The right-wing blogoshere commentary on the USA Today report (highlighting the 250% rise in 
civilian casualties caused by NATO action from 2009 to 2010) notes that if George Bush was 
president, the level of antiwar protest and left media attention would be palpable. But since 
Obama is president, no protests, no outrage in left media outlets, only silence. The U.S antiwar 
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movement had quickly fallen in line behind its Dear Leader in early 2009.[5] Exceptions do 
exist, e.g. Glenn Greenwald, William R. Polk, and Cindy Sheahan.[6]  
  
Under the Obama clock, the efforts expended to manage the news coming out from Afghanistan 
- or to spin the war - have soared as compared to during the administration of his predecessor.[7] 
Most of the press is content to simply parrot the releases and statements made by US military 
spokespersons.[8] A long history exists of mainstream U.S media being megaphones for the 
Pentagon, e.g., Laura King of the Associated Press and the Los Angeles Times being a case in 
point.[9] The McChrystal dogma of “protecting Afghan civilians” as a central component of 
counter-insurgency tolerates no blemish. When an intrepid, independent reporter such as Jerome 
Starkey of the London Times (not the New York Times) reveals damaging accounts of civilians 
murdered by U.S forces, no effort is spared to attack and discredit him.[10] The independent 
Italian medical charity, Emergency, offices in Helmand were raided on April 10, 2010, by 
foreign and Afghan forces who allegedly found weapons there  and uncovered a plan to kill the 
governor of Helmand. The raid was swift pay-back for Emergency staffers reporting upon the 
true civilian toll of the U.S-led Marja offensive.[11] The Obama cultists remain silent about the 
revenge meted out upon Italy’s Emergency.  
 
The liberal and ex-radical supporters of Obama have been mesmerized by the Obama-
McChrystal news management effort. McChrystal proclaims reducing civilian casualties is 
critical to the US/NATO counterinsurgency war effort and at the same time greatly increases the 
use of secretive US Special Operations troops. These forces are linked with deadly night-time, 
out-of-sight killer raids, the results of which go largely unreported.[12] The media parroted the 
U.S/NATO fiction that the Marja assault in February 2010 was a military success, when in fact it 
was a successful information battle.[13]  
  
Some on the libertarian right, on the other hand, decry how Obama liberals smear those who 
reveal the U.S military’s depredations abroad such as Wikileaks.[14] Other libertarians for 
example at the Lew Rockwell website, the CATO Institute or The Independent Institute provide 
trenchant critiques of the nation-building chimera (so dear to left liberals) in America’s Afghan 
War.[15] But with Obama in office, liberals have learned to love the “good” war.[16] Much of 
the left-liberal community in the United States had initially supported the U.S bombing of 
Afghanistan in 2001.[17] A glaring case in point was Christopher Hitchens, frequent contributor 
to The Nation magazine.[18] Most of the liberal Obama cultists and U.S antiwar left today 
remain comfortable citing the serious underestimates of Afghans killed by US/NATO action put 
forth by UNAMA.[19] All the more so if Afghan casualties are light and the level of U.S 
military casualties remain politically tolerable. Thus, the UNAMA falsehoods indicating that 
“civilian deaths at the hands of U.S-led troops dropped 28% in 2009 to 596,”[20] are incessantly 
repeated as implicit evidence that things are getting better under Obama. All research and work 
demonstrating exactly the contrary was ignored in the liberal, U.S antiwar media during 2009, in 
marked contrast to its wholesale embrace of the dubious half million plus Iraqi civilian casualties 
proclamation put out by John Hopkins researcher Les Roberts some years ago, casualties meted 
out by Team Bush.[21] For too many, the lens of a preferred politics determines the numbers of a 
casualty count or estimate.[22] 
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On the other hand, the benchmark reached in early 2010 of 1,000 US dead soldiers in America’s 
Afghan war drew attention in the U.S mainstream media and the antiwar movement.[23] 
National Public Radio, the various Indymedia outlets, UnitedforPeace headlined the “milestone” 
and Catholics for the Common Good lamented “no end in sight.” Historically, the U.S public has 
been far more swayed by U.S military deaths than of those on the other side (whether civilian or 
military).[24] Early in America’s Afghan war this was clearly demonstrated with the Bush 
Administration making great effort to hide the visibility of U.S soldier deaths by banning reports 
from Dover Air Force Base and the U.S. general public simply ignoring the approximately 3,000 
Afghan civilians who perished in the U.S bombing war of October - December 2001.[25]  Other 
means employed by the United States to hide and minimize U.S military casualties include 
relying upon military contractors (whose numbers now far exceed those of U.S soldiers on the 
ground in Afghanistan[26]), failing to include in the death count those soldiers who die from 
wounds when getting treatment outside the Afghan war theater, and most tellingly since 2004 
having NATO forces (many being part of the “coalition of the bribed and bullied”[27]) 
participating in the fighting. As old NATO allies withdraw from Afghanistan, Obama plans to 
rent support from a gaggle of small states such as Croatia and Mongolia.[28] Finally it is worth 
remembering that U.S. efforts to develop precision-guided munitions had nothing to do with 
sparing innocent civilians but rather with sparing U.S pilots.[29] As I wrote on 9/11, 2002, 
 
The absolute imperative to avoid U.S. military casualties meant flying high up in the sky, 
increasing the probability of killing civilians: 
...better stand clear and fire away. Given this implicit decision, the slaughter of innocent people, 
as a statistical eventuality is not an accident but a priority -- in which Afghan civilian casualties 
are substituted for American military casualties.  
  
The documented Afghan civilians killed were not participating in war-making activities [e.g., 
working in munitions factories, etc] and, therefore, had not forfeited their right to immunity from 
attack. In effect, as an astute scholar has noted, I am turning Michael Walzer's notion of 'due 
care' upside down: that is, far from acknowledging a positive responsibility to protect innocent 
Afghans from the misery of war, U.S. military strategists chose to impose levels of harm upon 
innocent Afghan civilians to reduce present and possible future dangers faced by U.S. forces.[30]  
  
Though sometimes swayed by military casualties, the American public has been consistently 
indifferent to collateral damage, in effect mirroring the U.S military stance.[31] But at least the 
U.S military recognized in 2009 that high levels of “collateral damage” in Afghanistan fuelled 
the resistance and consequently did reduce the number of airstrikes. These were simply replaced 
by escalating numbers of deadly ground raids.[32] The U.S military has justified such night-time 
raids as being necessary to better protect the attacking U.S. forces. For an Afghan family, it 
matters little whether execution of relatives comes from the skies or Special Operations Forces 
breaking down doors at midnight. 
  
Conclusion 
  
General McChrystal’s data provided an opportunity to reveal Pentagon lying (or incompetence) 
to all, but only the libertarians rose to the occasion. The mainstream U.S media, Obama cultists, 
and much of the U.S antiwar movement persist in blithely quoting UNAMA and consuming 
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Pentagon and embedded “patriotic” U.S reporters’ characterizations of America’s War in 
Afghanistan. Where is the American like Jerome Starkey (of the Times of London) or Chris 
Sands (of the UAE’s The National) or the intrepid reporters of Pajhwok Afghan News presenting 
the uncomfortable, un-embedded truths from on-the-ground in Afghanistan?  
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